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This Paper is not intended to be comprehensive or to provide legal advice. For more information, speak to your usual 

Clifford Chance contact or one of the contacts listed on page 20 of this publication.
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Important changes to the UK Takeover Code will take effect on 19 September 2011

The Panel is introducing various measures to address the tactical imbalance which had arisen between prospective bidders and targets in recent years. The 

measures are likely to have the Panel's desired effect of hampering opportunistic and unwelcome bidders and will provide protection against protracted so 

called “virtual bids”. 

At this stage, one can only speculate as to how the new regime will "play out" in live deal situations.  The Panel recognises that the changes are significant and will be 

reviewing the new regime in a year or so to address any unintended consequences.  A lack of deal flow in the period under review could, however, be an issue for the 

Panel’s assessment.  In this briefing, we explore the impact of the regulatory changes on UK public M&A deals.

Potential Impact on Public M&A Transactions – The Headlines

UK Takeover Code Reform - Overview
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The key changes to the UK takeovers regime are as 

follows: 

 Break fees and other deal protection measures are 

prohibited (except in certain limited situations e.g. 

where there is a formal sale process, or in favour of a 

“white knight”)

 Other offer-related commitments commonly found in 

implementation agreements are no longer 

permitted. Some target commitments still permitted, 

e.g. employee incentives arrangements, anti trust co-

operation 

 All known potential bidders are required to be 

named by the target at the outset (unless 

unequivocally rejected) where the target’s 

announcement commences the offer period

 Potential bidders must “put up or shut up” (i.e. 

announce either a firm intention to bid or that it does 

not intend to bid) within 28 days of being publicly 

identified. This deadline is only extendable at the 

request of the target board

 Greater transparency is required on advisers' fees, 

bidder's financing arrangements and bidder's plans for 

the target company

UK Takeover Code Reform 

– Key Changes
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The Code Changes 
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New features of UK 

regime

Summary of new Code provisions Possible impact on Code transactions

General prohibition 

on break fees and 

other deal protection 

measures

 Total ban on break and inducement fees 

(except on a formal auction sale or in favour 

of white knights after a firm intention 

announcement by hostile bidder)

 General ban on other deal protection 

measures, including non-solicits of 

competing bidders

 Ban on most other market-standard offer-

related undertakings contained in 

implementation agreements

 Stakebuilding likely to increase

 Irrevocables will be in higher demand

 Possible increased use of offer structure (fewer schemes) on 

cash bids?

 More success-based fee arrangements with advisers

Overview of Code Changes
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Under the new regime, the Panel is likely to achieve its objective of rebalancing the playing field, which was felt to have favoured hostile and 

opportunistic bidders.  

The changes will protect targets against protracted so-called “virtual bids” (the increasingly common tactic where a bidder announces its 

intention to bid but without committing itself to doing so, resulting in a lengthly “phoney war” before its intentions are clarified).  Target 

boards will have greater protection against unwelcome bid interest, including a requirement for potential bidders to clarify their intentions 

within a short time period.  This comes with some loss of flexibility.  Target boards will also have protection from bidder demands for deal 

protections, while they will retain the ability to offer break fees to “white knights” or the preferred bidder following a formal auction sale.  

That said, many of the revisions will affect not only hostile bids, but also agreed and competitive transactions.
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New features of UK 

regime

Summary of new Code provisions Possible impact on Code transactions

Requirement to “name” 

potential bidders

 Requirement  for target to identify all known 

potential bidders in any announcement it makes 

to start the offer period (often a “leak” or “talks” 

announcement)

 Formalised “down tools” regime where, 

following rumour or speculation, the Panel may 

allow the bidder to walk away to avoid being 

named. Bidder is then off-side for 6 months (or 

3 months with target support)

 Earlier engagement of advisers

 More preparation and later approach to target - means more up-

front cost for bidders

 Smaller transaction teams and more emphasis on confidentiality

 Greater transparency of potential bidders

 Greater care to ensure no inadvertent approach is made

 Bidders potentially deterred from approaching target where not 

confident of securing successful outcome

 Potential bidders may prefer to down tools rather than be named

Automatic 28 day “put 

up or shut up” period 

(PUSU)

 Automatic compulsory 28 day put up or shut up

(PUSU) period will start to run from the public 

identification of each relevant bidder, within 

which the potential bidder must declare its 

intentions (i.e. launch its offer or walk away)

 As before, extensions only granted by the 

Panel at the request of the target

 Target may choose to extend deadline only for 

preferred bidder(s)

 More preparatory work, particularly around financing, will need to 

be done pre-approach (subject to “6 person” rule)

 On relatively large and highly leveraged bids, securing financing 

within the timeframe may be challenging

 Pressure on targets from bidders (and major target shareholders) to 

seek extension(s)

Enhanced disclosure in 

offer documentation

 Transparency in relation to offer-related 

advisers’ fees, including those incurred in 

relation to bid financing

 Increased disclosure requirements regarding 

financing arrangements, bidder’s plans for the 

target, and other financial information in offer 

documentation

 Increased documentary burden 

 Greater caution over making significant concrete plans for target

 Possible change in fee structures?

 Greater disclosure of funding arrangements (e.g. margin/key 

covenants etc.) – but not headroom – by all bidders regardless of 

bid structure

Overview of Code Changes
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Prohibited measures Permitted exceptions

X NO break fees, including:

X break fees or inducement fees of 

any size

X “work fees” 

X other arrangements that have 

similar effect, no matter how 

structured

Inducement  fee can be agreed:

 with one or more “white knights” if a hostile offer has 

been made (in aggregate up to 1% of value of first 

“white knight” offer), but payable only if a competing 

offer is successful

 if target is in financial distress

 with preferred participant on a formal auction sale 

(up to 1% of value of bid)

X NO deal protection measures  (or 

other offer-related commitments with 

target, target directors or other target 

concert parties) including:

X matching rights

X “no shops” and non-solicitation of 

competing bidders

X restrictions on changing 

recommendation

X restrictions on changing timetable

X exclusivity arrangements

X constraints on ability to supply 

information to competing bidders

X business restrictions pending 

completion of offer

Target/target directors can agree to:

 confidentiality undertakings

 non-solicit of employees, customers and suppliers

 irrevocable commitments and letters of intent 

 undertakings in relation to providing information and 

assistance for regulatory approvals

 agreements relating to exercise of discretions for 

existing employee incentive arrangements

Prohibition on break fees and deal protection measures
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In an uncertain and volatile M&A environment, the absence of traditional

deal protections may deter bidders from launching transactions at all –

where they do, they are likely to consider stakebuilding and/or may demand

protection by way of irrevocable undertakings from shareholders. This may

result in a return to the increased use of the traditional offer structure where

these forms of deal protection are more effective.

The rationale for the prohibition is to address the perceived detrimental 

impact of deal protection measures on targets and their shareholders, and 

in particular the deterrent effect on competing bidders. 

Key points to note:

 ban is wide-ranging and has very limited exceptions

 implementation agreements (standard on schemes and increasingly 

seen on offers) will disappear; the agreed timetable for a scheme will 

need to be publicly disclosed

 prohibition is on undertakings and commitments provided by the target 

(or its concert parties) only; no restriction on bidder entering into these 

commitments (e.g. with target shareholders)

 ban applies to all transactions, including mergers of equals (where not 

always immediately obvious which party is the target)

 any commitments permitted by the new regime must be fully disclosed 

and put on display from time of firm intention to bid announcement

 management incentivisation arrangements are not caught by the 

prohibition but will require disclosure and may require shareholder 

approval

This prohibition is a radical step to sweep away the standard 1% break fee and the growing range of other deal protection measures 

that have been increasingly commonly seen on recommended UK bids. The comprehensive ban will set the UK apart from the 

majority of other developed markets where such measures are generally permitted. 
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Table 1: Deal Protections Route-map

Is the Target in financial distress?

Did the Target initiate a formal sale 

process?

Is the Target the subject of an announced 

firm hostile bid which remains hostile?

Except with the consent of the Panel, no 

offer-related deal protection arrangements 

permissible with Target (or its concert 

parties) other than irrevocable 

undertakings and letters of intent. Bidder 

can stakebuild in target as a deal 

protection measure

Subject to obtaining a Panel dispensation, a 

company in serious financial distress can 

agree a break fee or any other deal 

protection measures (including a work fee) 

with a potential suitor

1% break fee (not a work fee) permitted with 

a preferred bidder in the sale process 

payable only on completion of a competing 

offer.  In exceptional circumstances, other 

deal protection arrangements may be 

permissible

1% break fee (not work fee) permitted with 

white knight(s) payable only on completion 

of a competing offer

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Protection for Targets against protracted bid uncertainty
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New Code provision Key points to note

Notwithstanding that two-thirds of respondents were opposed to both the up-front identification of all potential bidders and the 28 day fixed 

"put up or shut up" (PUSU) deadline, the Panel forged ahead and introduced these changes.  This package of measures is aimed at reducing 

the period in which targets may find themselves "under siege”, and the negative effects of protracted bids on target’s business, negotiating 

position and shareholder base.  However, the effect of this is also to remove some of the flexibility targets previously had over whether to 

name potential bidders and, if so, when, and may result in potential bidders preferring to “down tools” rather than be named

Requirement for up-front 

identification of all known 

potential bidders

A fixed PUSU deadline of 28 

days from the public 

identification of each 

relevant bidder

“Downing tools” regime  

 All known potential bidders (unless unequivocally rejected) to be named by target if it makes an announcement commencing an offer period. (As 

currently, this will typically be relevant where Panel requires an announcement following an untoward price movement, market speculation /rumour 

etc, following an approach); Potential bidders must be named even if not identified in the rumour/speculation – the target has no flexibility on this

 After start of offer period, subsequent approaches/talks do not need to be alerted to the market unless/until there is a relevant leak, price 

movement, market speculation/rumour etc. As a result, white knights or other latecomers can remain under the radar for so long as secrecy can be 

maintained

 Subsequent announcements by target which refer to the existence of a new potential bidder must name them

 The Panel will normally grant a dispensation from naming all potential bidders in context of a formal auction sale process instigated by the target 

(see Table 3).

 If the offer period commences as a result of an announcement by a potential bidder then no requirement for target to identify other potential 

bidders which have approached it, unless there is a leak.  If target chooses to identify a potential bidder, it must identify all current potential 

bidders.

 From the time when a potential bidder is publicly identified it has 28 days in which to “put up or shut up” (i.e. to announce a firm offer or walk away)  

 A bidder that makes an approach after the start of the offer period will not be subject to a PUSU deadline unless/until it is publicly identified (e.g. as 

a result of rumour or speculation naming that bidder), in which event its PUSU deadline will be 28 days from being named

 If multiple potential bidders are identified at different times, they will not have a common PUSU deadline

 As before, extensions to be granted by the Panel only at request of target board. Extensions to be granted towards very end of existing PUSU 

period. Extensions of different durations for different bidders are possible, and/or target may request an extension for its preferred bidder(s) only

 Target must announce details of an extension, commenting on timetable and status of negotiations

 All live PUSU periods lapse if there is an announcement of a firm intention to make an offer for the target

 Panel will normally grant a dispensation to the requirement for a PUSU in context of formal auction sale instigated by the target (see Table 3)

 Rather than making a public “no bid” statement, potential bidders (pre and post approach to target) can generally avoid being publicly named if 

they privately agree with the Panel  to “down tools” and stop active consideration of the offer

 If bidder downs tools, it is then restricted from taking active steps in connection with the bid for 6 months (although re-engagement is possible after 

3 months with target support)

 Panel and/or other market regulators (e.g. UKLA) may still require announcement if the rumour or speculation continues, or they considers a false 

market may arise

 The down tools regime is not new as such; but the previous informal practice is now being codified and the periods are arguably more stringent
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Table 2: Indicative announcement and PUSU timeline
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Table 3: Formal Auction Sales and White Knights

To assist target boards in seeking out better offers in the face 

of a hostile approach, special dispensations are available in 

the context of formal auction sales and white knight offers

Key points to note:

 Target can put itself up for sale after offer period has started

 Package of dispensations available in context of white knight offers 

and formal auction sales (see below)

 In context of an auction sale, targets will need to make it very clear 

that they are genuinely up for sale for dispensations to be available 

(e.g. an announcement of strategic review of business not sufficient 

– need to specify that it is seeking potential offers)

 “White knight” dispensations only available after firm intention 

announcement made by unwelcome bidder

Dispensations available:

UK Takeover Code Reform 12

Provisions/restriction Auction sale White knight

Naming of bidder in target 

announcement

 Not required  Not required 

(unless identified 

in market 

speculation)

Automatic PUSU

 Not applicable X Applies (but 

extendable at 

target’s request)

Break fee (not work fee)

 Permitted with 1 

bidder, with

Panel consent

 Permitted with 1 or 

more white knights 

with Panel consent

Other deal protection measures
 Permitted with Panel 

consent

X Not permitted 
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Enhanced disclosure in offer documentation
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New  requirements Points to note

New disclosure obligations are being introduced, designed to provide greater transparency in the areas of financial information, advisory 

fees, and the bidder’s intentions for the target company and its employees

Disclosure of financing 

arrangements

 Bidders required to include detailed summary of key terms of financing / refinancing arrangements  - now applies to all transactions (whether cash 

or shares are being offered, and whether scheme or offer structure)

 All financing documents must be on display on the internet shortly after the firm intention announcement; no redaction is permitted

 Whilst the detailed terms of the bid financing arrangements (e.g. interest rates, refinancing obligations and key covenants) will be publicly available, 

headroom arrangements for increased offers need not be disclosed

 Will require disclosure of bridge finance along with details of margin and step-up, but, in contrast, only general details of equity funding by private 

equity bidders etc. will be required

 Bidders and targets required to include estimate of aggregate fees and expenses in relation to the bid, together with breakdown per category of 

adviser. There are 7 different categories of fees required, including financing, financial advisory, legal, PR, accounting, etc.

 Estimate of financing fees and expenses to be included, although fees and margins in connection with hedging arrangements need not be disclosed

 Variable and uncapped fees need to be disclosed (nature of arrangement and reasonable estimate of the likely fees, giving figure or range)

 If actual fees/expenses exceed the indicated figure by 10% or more, private disclosure to Panel is required - Panel may require public 

announcement

 May result in a trend towards fees being in line with disclosed market norms and there could be issues for banks where fees include elements of 

“catch-up” for previous work

 Statements of intention, including re bidder’s intentions regarding the future of the target and its employees, are expected to hold true for a period of 

at least 12 months from completion of the offer (unless other time period is stated). Dispensation where there is a material change of circumstances

 Bidder’s intentions regarding future plans for the target and its employees must be disclosed (as under previous regime) – now must also include a 

negative statement where there are no plans regarding target’s employees, locations of business and fixed assets

 Hostile bidders who have not undertaken target-assisted due diligence may state that a review will be undertaken after control has passed. On 

recommended offers, statements of a general nature will not be acceptable

Disclosure of 

ratings/financial information 

 Bidders and targets are required to disclose summary details of ratings and outlooks in offer documents (i.e. short and long-term debt ratings and 

summary of any outlook)

 Financial information on bidder and target required to be disclosed, regardless of whether cash or shares being offered and regardless of listed 

status

Disclosure of offer-related 

advisory fees

Statements of intention
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Key considerations for Bidders and Targets
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Key considerations for potential Bidders 
We think bidders may see dynamics changed in the following ways:
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Increased use of offer structure?
We may see more bids structured as takeover offers if, as anticipated, bidders increasingly seek deal protection through stakebuilding and irrevocables. 

These techniques are less useful on a scheme, and stakebuilding may even have the undesirable effect of strengthening the position of a difficult 

minority.  The loss of implementation agreements will mean the bidder has arguably less control over the scheme process than under the previous 

regime.  However, the stamp duty saving available on schemes will continue to be a significant factor to be taken into account when structuring large 

transactions. Furthermore, the certainty of 100% ownership that a successful scheme offers should not be under-estimated. 

Any trend towards increased use of offer structures is likely to be more pronounced in respect of cash bids, as schemes will continue to offer significant 

benefits for many share exchange transactions.  For example, bids structured as schemes are exempt from certain of the US securities laws applicable 

to share exchange transactions, and a scheme may obviate the need to produce a prospectus. 
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Key considerations for Targets 
We think targets may experience the following effects of the Code 

changes:
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Fewer “fishing expeditions” - but critical that target well 

prepared
As an approach gives the bidder great exposure to being publicly identified (which would trigger the start of the PUSU period), “fishing expeditions” by potential bidders prior to 

the start of an offer period are likely to be less common.  Where a tentative approach takes place after the first announcement, the potential bidder will only be required to be 

named if there is a leak/speculation identifying it or the target decides to disclose its existence.

The flip-side is that many bidders’ preparations are likely to be more advanced at the time of their initial approach to the target as, should they become subject to a PUSU 

deadline, they will need to be able to proceed with a fully financed bid or persuade the target to seek an extension at the end of the 28 day period. Targets should ensure that 

their management is well briefed and their defence manuals are up-to-date so that they are in a position to deal promptly with any approach and are not caught off-guard.
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Contacts and Recent Deals

Partner, Corporate

Timothy Lewis

Partner, Corporate

Patrick Sarch

Partner, Corporate

David Pudge

Partner, Corporate

Lee Coney

+44 7939 298093 +44 7900 167481 +44 7770 586042 +44 7900 167386 

+44 7900 167312
isabelle.hessell-tiltman

@cliffordchance.com +44 7958 028082
katy.foster

@cliffordchance.com
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T: +44 (0) 207 006 8616

E: timothy.lewis

@cliffordchance.com

T: +44 (0) 207 006 1322

E: patrick.sarch

@cliffordchance.com

T: +44 (0) 207 006 1537

E: david.pudge

@cliffordchance.com

T: +44 (0) 207 006 1281

E: lee.coney

@cliffordchance.com

Partner, Corporate

T: +44 (0) 207 006 4455

E: jonny.myers

@cliffordchance.com

Jonny Myers

Our recent high-profile UK Public M&A experience includes advising:

 Mr E. Stanley Kroenke on his mandatory offer for Arsenal Holdings, the holding company of Arsenal 

Football Club

 Wellstream on its £800 million takeover by General Electric

 Apollo and CVC on their £888 million takeover of Brit Insurance

 Mastercard on its £333 million takeover of Datacash

 International Power on its £18 billion combination with GDF SUEZ’s Energy International business

 Man Group plc on its US $1.6 billion takeover of GLG Partners

 Babcock International on its £1.3 billion takeover of VT Group 

 Kraft Foods on its £11.9 billion unsolicited takeover of Cadbury

Visit our website – www.cliffordchance.com  – to find out more about us

Key contacts for this publication:

Isabelle Hessell Tiltman and Katy Foster (Senior Associates, Corporate) supported the above partners in preparing this publication
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Worldwide contact information 
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Clifford Chance Global M&A Toolkit 

COMING SOON

The essential interactive resource for anyone involved in M&A transactions.

The Clifford Chance Global M&A Toolkit comprises a growing collection of web-based transaction tools and in-

depth analysis of the most important market and regulatory developments in M&A regimes across the globe. 

Simple and effective. Available 24/7. Easy to access.

Visit: www.cliffordchance.com/GlobalM&AToolkit

http://www.cliffordchance.com/GlobalM&AToolkit

